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Abstract
We propose a novel method for constructing illusory foreground and background shapes from

convex corners. We first introduce a new class of visual cues called corner bases, which expands
0-dimensional corner points to 2-dimensional micro structures. These corner bases are then
fused together by the functionalized elastica energy imposed upon an admissible phase field.
The optimal phase field segments the visual field into disjoint connected components, which are
further fused via a simple connectivity principle to construct both foreground illusory shapes
and background occluded shapes. Robust and efficient numerical schemes are developed, and
several generic examples are presented. Cognitive implications are highlighted.

1 Introduction

The perceptibility of illusory contours or shapes reveals the remarkable processing power of the
human vision system. From the system identification point of view, illusory shapes provide an
ideal class of input stimuli that help elucidate the multi-tier complex visual pathways, including
for example, the feed-forward and feedback looping mechanism [45, 33].

In neurophysiology, neuronal measurements in the visual cortices of laboratory vertebrates
(e.g., cats or monkeys) showed direct firing responses to illusory contours [60, 61]. On the cognitive
side, vision psychologists and the gestalt school have also created numerous intriguing examples of
illusory shapes or contours, reassuring the universality of illusory shape perception [31, 49]. Among
them, perhaps the most well-known example is Kanisza’s Triangle [31] (also see Figure 1, 2, and 3).
In brain and neural sciences, there also has been a rich literature on the neural and neural-network
foundations for illusory shapes [65, 24, 34, 56, 35].

Given such multifaceted importance in contemporary brain and cognitive sciences, many authors
have striven to develop quantitative models and algorithms for illusory shapes or contours. Most
classical works have relied upon feed-forward mechanisms using bottom-up artificial neural networks
or local interpolation schemes (e.g., [30, 19]). A Bayesian framework potentially involving the
computation at or feedback from high-tier cortical areas (e.g., V4/LOC) has been missing [43, 32].

Variational PDE models can be considered as the low-temperature limits of the Bayesian ap-
proach, and thus have witnessed increasing applications in contemporary imaging and vision sci-
ences (e.g., the review articles [43, 10] and the monographs [3, 47, 51, 9], just to name a few).
Accordingly, several authors from the variational-PDE community have revisited the challenge of
modeling illusory shapes, e.g., Sarti, Malladi, and Sethian [50], Zhu and Chan [11, 66], and Jung
and Shen [29]. The models in [11, 29, 50, 66] have been either image or edge based, with novel ana-
lytical concepts or computational tools such as viewpoint spread functions and active contours [50],
curvatures, domain attraction, and level-set implementation [11, 66], and surface tension difference
between real and illusory contours and supervision from existing shapes [29]. All these variational
models work directly with the given images or the binary configurations.
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The current work is based on a new class of visual cues which we call corner bases. A corner
base is a 2-dimensional micro structure anchored at a convex corner, as to be elaborated in Sec. 2.2.
Its introduction has mainly been motivated by the perceptual and cognitive significance of planer
corners as illusory inducers, which is explained in Sec. 2.1. In terms of the classical literature, a
corner base could be considered as a degenerate T-junction [46] when the far background and a
foreground surface happen to share the same color and one shoulder of the “T” is thus muted.

Each corner base carries important local cues for the successful global reconstruction of illusory
shapes. Such global fusion of local cues is facilitated by phase transition tools originated in super-
conductor physics [21, 40, 41], which has been popularized through numerous applications of the
Γ-convergence theory in imaging and vision sciences [1, 2, 28, 36, 37, 53, 54]. To properly model
the two leading factors in human’s illusory perception – proximity and alignment, we employ the
Γ-convergence approximations of Euler’s elastica as the main phase fields to fuse the corners bases.
This is to be developed in Sec. 3.

The optimal elastica phase fields fuse the scattered corner bases in the visual field into multiple
connected components. These components achieve two desirable objectives. First, they bridge
or fuse corners, and thus introduce a natural parity relationship or visual organization among
corners. Secondly, they segment the entire region outside the given configuration into disjoint
connected components. Both illusory shapes and occluded shapes are then reconstructed via a
simple connectivity principle. The detailed analysis is established in Sec. 4, where we also develop
a model for an associated class of intriguing illusory phenomena - ghost shapes or dots [27, 55, 20].

In Sec 5, we present all the major strategies for (i) the robust computation of the corner bases
given a configuration, and (ii) the fast and efficient numerical scheme to compute the 4th order
nonlinear PDE associated with the elastica phase field. Several generic examples are also presented
to demonstrate the performance of the proposed model and computational schemes. In Sec 6, we
consider a simplified version of our model – the total variation based corner fusion model, study the
structure of its resulting sets for the decomposition of the featureless background, and especially
address the formation and characterization of ghost shapes. We finally conclude the work in Sec. 7.

2 Cognitive Foundations and Corner Bases

We first address three cognitive aspects in illusory shape perception that motivate the current
approach: (i) geometry vs. chromaticity, (ii) 2-D shapes vs. stand-alone contours, and (iii) the role
of corners as illusory inducers. We then introduce a novel class of micro visual cues that we call
corner spaces, based on which the method of phase-field fusion is developed in the next section.

2.1 Cognitive Motivations of the Current Work

Figure 1 shows different color variations of the Kanizsa Triangle displayed in panel (a). In panel
(b) the gray scales of the three pacman inducers are varied, and in panel (c) three different colors
are applied. In all these instances, the illusory triangles are well perceived by human observers.
Such perceptual stability indicates that illusory shapes are induced mainly by the existing shapes,
but not by the colors (as long as the color tones are sufficiently distinct from the background). As
a result, in the current work we shall only work with a colorless layout or a configuration Q.

More rigorously, let Ω denote a bounded (open) image domain with Lipschitz boundaries, which
corresponds to an integrated visual field, and Q ⊂ Ω a compact 2D domain with Lipschitz borders.
For most examples of illusory shapes, one could assume that the topological boundary ∂Q consists
of finitely many piecewise C1 simply-closed curves with generic corners (i.e., no cusps [29]). In
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Figure 1: Perception of illusory shapes is mostly independent of the colors of the inducers (inspired
by Figure 2 of Grossberg and Mingolla [25]).

terms of differential topology [12, 39], for every point along ∂Q, there is a neighborhood U ⊆ Ω,
which is diffeomorphic to R2 and Q∩U can be mapped onto either the upper half plane or the first
quadrant under a diffeomorphism chart.

In Figure 2, on the other hand, we present two inducer examples either with stand-alone contours
or substantially standout contours. In either scenario, the illusory triangle becomes less noticeable.
It demonstrates that in order for illusory shapes to pop out robustly, the contours (with color tones)
must be the topological boundaries ∂Q of a shape Q sharing the same surface tone. Since we have
just shown the independence on color tones, it is further justified for us to only work with 2D
configuration domains. Furthermore, the examples also imply that if there indeed exist visual cues
to facilitate illusory shape perception, such cues must not be generated solely from 1D contours.

Figure 2: Stand-alone contours (left) or substantially standout contours (right) can barely induce
the perception of illusory shapes (inspired by Figure 14 of Grossberg and Mingolla [25]).

Finally, corners are crucial visual cues for illusory shape, as illustrated by Figure 3. The two
sets of inducers are similar, except that for the ones on the right, all corners are slightly rounded
and mollified. For instance, the A2 and B2 neighborhoods on the right are the mollified versions
of the A1 and B1 neighborhoods on the left which are sharp corners. The illusory shape for the
rounded inducers on the right is much weaker or could not be perceived at all. Similar effects have
been well documented in the literature [65, 45].

2.2 Construction of Corner Bases

With sufficient motivation and justification from the examples just discussed, we now introduce
the new class of micro visual cues that we call corner bases, which serve as the cornerstones for our
new model. Let Q denote the inducing configuration defined in the preceding subsection.
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Figure 3: With sharp corners rounded, illusory shapes become much less salient.

Definition 1 A boundary point x ∈ ∂Q is said to be regular if there is a neighborhood U of x in
Ω and a C1 invertible mapping Φ : U → R2, such that

Φ(x) = 0, Φ(U) = R2, and Φ(U ∩Q) = R1 × (−∞, 0].

The map Φ is often called a rectifying chart in differential topology [12, 15]. If x is a regular
boundary point of Q, ∂Q must be a C1 curve near x. In particular, the tangent space Tx is well-
defined. Let n(x) denote the unique unit vector which is normal to the tangent line Tx, and points
towards the exterior of Q. For simplicity, n(x) is called the outer normal of Q at x.

Definition 2 (Corners) A boundary point c ∈ ∂Q is said to be a corner if there is a neighborhood
U of c in Ω and a C1 invertible mapping Φ : U → R2, such that

Φ(c) = 0, Φ(U) = R2, and Φ(U ∩Q) = (−∞, 0]× (−∞, 0]. (1)

Furthermore, if the Jacobean JΦ
∣∣
c

at c has a positive determinant, we say that the local chart Φ is
orientation preserving.

Proposition 1 For any corner, there exists an orientation-preserving local chart Φ satisfying (1).

Proof. If a local chart Ψ at c satisfying (1) is not orientation preserving, we have det(JΨ
∣∣
c
) < 0.

Define the permutation matrix (which is also a reflection)

S =
(

0 1
1 0

)
,

and a new local chart Φ via composition: Φ = S ◦Ψ. Then it is easy to verify that Φ must be an
orientation preserving local chart at c that satisfies (1). �

Throughout the work, we assume that ∂Q is oriented so that when traveling in the orientation
of ∂Q, the exterior Ω \Q always lies on the right hand side. Then at any given corner point c, one
could define a local parametrization φ(s) : (−1, 1)→ ∂Q that satisfies:

φ(0) = c, and φ is C1 on both (−1, 0] and [0, 1),

and the tangent vector t(s) = φ′(s)/|φ′(s)| coincides with the orientation of ∂Q for any s 6= 0. Let
n− and n+ be the two outer normals at c, such that

n− · t(0−) = 0, and n+ · t(0+) = 0.

We refer to n− as the pre-normal and n+ as the post-normal at the given corner.
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Definition 3 (Orientation and Convexity) Let c be a given corner of Q, and n−,n+ its pre-
and post-normals respectively. Then the orientation O(c) of the corner c is defined by

O(c) := sign(det([n−,n+])), i.e., the sign of the determinant of the matrix [n−,n+].

c is said to be convex if O(c) = 1, and concave if O(c) = −1. The subset of all convex corners is
denoted by ∠Q.

The new class of micro visual cues called corner bases are defined only for convex corners. A
corner base consists of two parts, the support and the corner signature.

Definition 4 (Corner Base) Let c ∈ ∠Q be a convex corner with pre- and post-normal vector
n− and n+ respectively. For any r > 0, the r-corner base B(c) = (D(c), φc) at c is defined as:

(a) The support D(c) is the r-disk under the given norm: D(c) = {x : ‖x− c‖ ≤ r}.

(b) The corner signature φc is defined via

φc(x) =


0, x ∈ Q;
1, n− · (x− c) ≥ 0, and n+ · (x− c) ≥ 0;
−1, else.

(2)

Figure 4: The pre-normal n− and post-normal n+ at a convex corner c, and the corner base
supported on the shaded neighborhood D(c) with different phase values for the signature φc(x).

Figure 4 shows the definition and configuration of a typical corner base. The corner signature
takes three values φc : D(c)→ {0,−1, 1}. For all corner bases of a given configuration Q, we write:

B(Q) := B(∠Q) := {B(c) : c ∈ ∠Q}.

In this paper, we assume the compact set Q has a finite perimeter with a finite number of corners.
Finally we point out that the above definitions are all based on the normals, instead of the

tangential vectors. This is a conscious effort embodying the priority of regions over contours, as
manifested in the preceding subsection. Such an approach also leads to more robust computational
schemes for computing corners or corner bases, as explained in more details in Sec. 5.1.

3 Corner Fusion via Elastica Phase Transition

For the ensemble B(Q) of corner bases, we present a phase-field based approach to fuse them into
rudimentary regions, which will be further fused together to form visually meaningful shapes in the
next section.
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Definition 5 An ideal phase field for a configuration Q is any function u(x) of the form:

u : Ω→ {0,+1,−1},

so that u(x) ≡ 0 for any x ∈ Q, and u(x) ∈ {−1,+1} for any x ∈ Ω\Q.

Notice that the zero phase for u
∣∣
Q

is known a priori and thus defined mostly for convenience.
The distribution of the binary phases for u

∣∣
Ω\Q is of the utmost interest.

Definition 6 Given a corner base ensemble B(Q) of a configuration Q, an ideal phase field u is
said to be admissible if

u
∣∣
D(c)
≡ φc, for any corner base B(c) = (D(c), φc) ∈ B(Q).

An admissible phase field u extends local corner bases to global structures, which are closely
correlated to the illusory shapes being sought after. Such binary (outside Q) phase fields would
be ideal for the purpose of phase extension from corner bases, but often difficult to work with
both analytically and computationally. We thus instead seek continuous phase fields with sharp
transitions to approximate binary ones.

Definition 7 (Diffusive Phase Field, and Admissibility) A diffusive phase field on a visual
field Ω with a configuration Q is any function u(x) of the form:

u
∣∣
Q
≡ 0, and u : Ω\Q→ [−1, 1] is smooth.

Furthermore, given a corner-base ensemble B(Q) of a configuration Q, a diffusive phase field u is
said to be admissible if

φc · u
∣∣
D(c)
≥ 0, for any corner base B(c) = (D(c), φc) ∈ B(Q).

Without further constraints, too many phase fields would be admissible under a given ensemble
of corner bases. But only few of them carry visually meaningful implications. As seen from the
generic examples such as Kanizsa’s Triangle, two corner bases are generally encouraged to connect
when they are close and aligned well. In the language of Grenander’s Pattern Theory [23], this
is precisely the regularity condition for fusing the “atomic” corner bases into bigger meaningful
“molecular” level structures. Such regularity conditions correspond to prior models in Bayesian
visual inference [32, 43, 44]. In the variational PDE framework, they help filter out many disqualified
candidates and narrow down on visually meaningful solutions.

This line of reasoning naturally invites Euler’s elastica energies:

E(γ) =
∫
γ
(a+ bκ2)ds,

where κ and ds denote the curvature and arc length element along a given curve γ, and a, b
are weighting costs for parting distance and orientation misalignment, reflecting the two leading
factors underlying human’s illusory perception. Euler’s elastica was first seriously studied for visual
perception and construction by David Mumford [42] in 1994. Since then, it has been frequently
used as a smooth interpolator or regularizer for curves in computer vision or imaging science [38, 7],
augmenting more conventional interpolators such as the cubic splines. Its functionalized version
has also found broad applications in image interpolation and inpainting [7, 52].
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For corner fusion, we shall also employ the functionalized elastica energy:

min
u

∫
Ω\Q

(
a+ bκ2(u)

)
|Du| with u : Ω\Q→ [−1, 1]. (3)

Here κ(u) = ∇· (Du/|Du|) denotes the distributional curvature of the level surfaces of u, and |Du|
denotes the total variation Radon measure.

As shown in [7], working directly with the above elastica energy requires one to solve a 4th-
order nonlinear geometric PDE, which is very challenging to analyze and difficult to implement. It
inspires one to adopt another more friendly energy form of the elastica energy - the Γ-convergence
approximation by De Giorgi [16]: Eε(u) =∫

Ω\Q

{
a

(
ε

2
|∇u|2 +

W (u)
2ε

)
+
b

ε

(
ε∆u− W ′(u)

2ε

)2
}
dx +

∑
c∈∠Q

∫
D(c)\Q

(u− φc)2dx, (4)

with W (u) = (u2 − 1)2 and for some bandwidth parameter ε close to 0. As ε → 0+, the first two
terms Γ-converge to the elastica energy (3) [1, 2, 14, 41, 40]. Also notice that the last term is a
“softer” way to implement the ideal admissibility condition:

u |D(c)≡ φc, for any corner base (D(c), φc) ∈ B(Q).

In principle, a weight parameter could be introduced for this last term, but as far as energy
minimization is concerned, it could be absorbed into the elastica cost weights a and b.

This new approximate energy is well defined in the Sobolev space H2(Ω\Q). In particular, the
double-well potential W (u) = (u2 − 1)2 perfectly resonates with the ideal {−1, 1}-binary phases of
corner bases outside Q. The energy minimizers, which are usually non-unique due to the curvature
term, provide natural fusion solutions for all the corner bases.

4 Shape Formation via Component Fusion

In previous sections, we present the importance of the (convex) corner base and merged the corner
base information. Figure 5 illustrates this procedure for the classical Kanisza’s Triangle. From the
given configuration Q, the corner bases are shown in (b), then the new merged region u > 0 is
shown in (c). Now u = 0 in Q, and either +1 or -1 on Ω\Q. With such partitions, we present how
to reconstruct meaningful illusory objects as well as occluded background objects in this section.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: (a) Kanisza’s Triangle; (b) Corner bases; (c) Elastica fusion with u∗ > 0 in gray.
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4.1 Structure of the Partitions

Given the elastica fusion field u∗, the original featureless background Ω\Q is segmented to a positive
region where u∗ ≥ 0 and a negative region R where u∗ < 0:

P∗ = {x ∈ Ω\Q : u∗(x) ≥ 0}, R∗ = {x ∈ Ω\Q : u∗(x) < 0}.

The sets P∗ and R∗ include regions meeting with the image boundary ∂Ω. In what follows, we
use P to represent the union of connected components of P∗ that don’t touch the boundary ∂Ω.
Similarly, R denotes the interior part of R∗.

Here we make the following two assumptions:

1. P̄ ⊂ Ω◦, the interior of the entire image domain. Here Ā denote its topological closure in R2.
This assumption is to avoid the technicalities of dealing with the regions meeting with the
boundary of the image domain Ω. That is we set

P =
N⋃
n=1

Pn denote the decomposition of (path) connected components

where for all n = 1, . . . , N , P̄n ∩ ∂Ω = ∅.

2. The optimal phase field u∗ belongs to at least C1(Ω\Q), and is non-degenerate along the level
manifold u∗ ≡ 0 in the sense that:

∇u∗(x) 6= 0, where u∗(x) = 0. (5)

This assumption is somewhat natural as it is known that the (-1)/(+1) transition profile near
the zero level manifold is asymptotically the hyperbolic tanh function as ε→ 0+.

Similarly, we define the negative region R to be

R =
K⋃
k=1

Rk, where R̄k ∩ ∂Ω = ∅.

Therefore, among all the partition of the image domain Ω, in this paper, we only consider the
partitions which does not touch the boundary of the image domain ∂Ω. Figure 6, we show the
region P and R for the classical Kanisza’s Triangle, as derived from the elastica fusion.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: (a) Positive region P with u > 0; (b) Given Q with u = 0; (c) Negative region with u < 0.
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4.2 Illusory, Occluded and Ghost Shapes

Assembling visually meaningful illusory shapes from positive or negative connected components is
the process of component fusion. Among all the alternatives for component fusion, we have found
that the following strategy is the simplest yet the most effective in approximating visual illusion.

Definition 8 (Illusory and Occluded Shapes) Given a compact configuration Q and an op-
timal fusion field u∗, let P and R denote the positive and negative regions as in the preceding
subsection. We then define

F = P ∪R, to be the illusory foreground, and (6)
B = Q ∪R, to be the illusory background. (7)

Each connected component of F is said to be an illusory shape, and each connected component of
B is said to be an occluded shape.

This defines the component fusion procedure that leads to the eventual reconstruction of both
illusory and occluded shapes. In Figure 7 of Sec. 5.3, for example, we show the illusory and occluded
shapes for the classical Kanisza’s Triangle, obtained via this simple component fusion process. More
generic examples will be shown in the computational section Sec. 5.

Remark 1 Most existing works have only focused on and reconstructed the foreground illusory
shapes if there are any [50, 11, 66, 29]. Our approach also naturally reconstructs the background
occluded shapes.

Remark 2 When (foreground) illusory shapes do exist, different human observers often converge
to the unique perception. However, for background occluded shapes situation can be quite differ-
ent. Uniqueness should not be expected generally, because the reconstruction of background oc-
cluded shapes, given foreground shape information, becomes an inpainting problem for which non-
uniqueness is intrinsic [8, 9].

Remark 3 Under the current component fusion method, the negative components of R bear the very
simple interpretation of being the overlapping or occluding regions between the illusory foreground
and background.

The observation in the last remark inspired us to investigate further another intimately con-
nected class of illusory perception - ghost dots or shapes, i.e., illusory shapes that pop out and
disappear sporadically. Under our framework, we quantify ghost shapes as a special class of illu-
sory shapes that have no contribution from the R components.

Definition 9 (Ghost Shape) An illusory shape G is said to be a ghost shape if G ⊆ P . That is,
there exists a positive component Pn, such that Pn = G.

Ghost shapes themselves are an intriguing class of illusory phenomena, among them the Her-
mann Grid is the most classical example [27]. It has been traditionally held that ghost shapes
emerge mainly because of the inhibitory-excitatory behavior of complex neurons [55]. The counter-
example constructed by Geier et al. [20] in 2004 clearly challenged this mechanism because a small
warping and smoothing of the corners can entirely mute the ghost dots which should not be the case
if the above neuronal theory were true. Such fundamental roles of corners are indeed crystallized
in our framework through the concepts of convex corners and corner bases.
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5 Computational Methods and Examples

We first elaborate on the computational implementation of the two major components of the model:
(i) construction of the corner bases, and (ii) computation of the elastica fusion field. Then we
demonstrate several generic numerical examples that help illustrate the proposed model.

5.1 Robust Computation of Corner Bases

Convex corners are first of all edge points, which are defined as the difference between the config-
uration Q and its eroded version Qe, with a numerical erosion kernel of a single-pixel radius.

To extract convex corners, at each edge point x with its local neighborhood N r
x of radius r,

define the occupancy indicator:

occupr(x) := |Q ∩N r
x|/|N r

x|,

where | · | represents the 2D Lebesgue (area) measure. One has the following properties:

lim
r→0+

occupr(x) =


1
2 x is a regular edge point,
< 1

2 x ∈ ∠Q is convex,
> 1

2 x is concave.

Let θ < 1/2 be any threshold that is numerically close to 1/2. Then the raw convex corners are
defined by

∠θ,rQ = {x | x ∈ ∂Q, and occupr(x) ≤ θ}.

In this paper, we assume that are finitely many convex corners. Therefore, it is easy to show that
there indeed exists such a threshold θ < 1/2, and some r > 0 such that

∠Q ⊆ ∠θ,rQ.

To numerically extract ∠Q from ∠θ,rQ, notice that as long as r is small enough, ∠θ,rQ consists of
finitely many disjoint connected components (which can also be obtained by nearest-neighbor type
of clustering algorithms). For each cluster Ck, one extracts the unique convex corner via:

ck = argminx∈Ck
occupr(x).

All such ck’s from all the clusters give the numerical definition of the convex corner set ∠Q. It can
be shown easily that if ∂Q is piecewise C2, the deviation of each numerical convex corner ck from
its real location is in the order of O(r2) as r → 0+.

Next we construct the numerical corner bases. Let f(x) = χQ(x) denote the characteristic
function of Q. f is first slightly diffused to fdiff by a normal heat equation (or equivalently,
smoothed by the Gaussian mollifier with suitable boundary condition). Then for any given convex
corner c ∈ ∠Q, and any x in its support D(c), one computes the numerical normal vector:

nx =

(
−∆xfdiff√

∆xfdiff + ∆yfdiff + ε
,

−∆yfdiff√
∆xfdiff + ∆yfdiff + ε

)
,

via central differencing operators ∆x/y’s. Here the regularizer ε� 1 is purely for numerical stability,
and the negative sign is for the outer normals (with respect to Q). Here, to facilitate computing
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over Cartesian grids, we adopted the l∞-norm to define the support D(c) of radius r > 0 at any
convex corner c:

‖x− c‖∞ = max (|x1 − c1|, |x2 − c2|) , x = (x1, x2), c = (c1, c2).

To compute both the pre- and post-normals n− and n+ of a given convex corner c, let γ =
∂Q ∩D(c) denote the edge set within its support. We then segment it to two segments γ± via:

γ+ = {x ∈ γ | det(nx,x− c) > 0}, and γ− = {x ∈ γ | det(nx,x− c) < 0}.

Let x± denote the mean positions of γ±. Define the weight functions via

w±x = exp
(
−α‖x− x±‖2/r2

)
, for ± = + or −,

for some suitable decay weight α > 0. We then define the pre- and post-normal n− and n+ by:

n+ =
np
‖np‖

, np =

∑
x∈γ+ w

+
x nx∑

x∈γ+ w
+
x

, and n− =
nm
‖nm‖

, nm =

∑
x∈γ− w

−
x nx∑

x∈γ− w
−
x

.

Once the pre- and post-normals are numerically computed, the local phase function φc(x) is then
defined via (2) as in Definition 4.

5.2 Efficient Schemes for Computing Elastica Phase Fields

As addressed in Sec. 3, since direct computing of the elastica fusion field is very challenging we
resort to its phase-transition approximation by De Giorgi [36, 37]:

Eε(u) =
∫

Ω\Q

{
a

(
ε

2
|∇u|2 +

W (u)
2ε

)
+
b

ε

(
ε∆u− W ′(u)

2ε

)2
}
dx +

∫
Ω\Q

χS(u− φS)2dx,

where W (u) denotes the double-well potential W (u) = (u2 − 1)2, and S is the union of all the
supports D(c)’s of corner bases outside Q (Eqn. 10). The Euler-Lagrange equation is given by

a

[
−ε∆u+

W ′(u)
2ε

]
+ 2b∆

(
ε∆u− W ′(u)

2ε

)
− b

ε2
W ′′(u)

(
ε∆u− W ′(u)

2ε

)
+2(u− φS)χS = 0,

As in the theory of Ginzburg and Landau [21] or Cahn-Hilliard [6], introduce the chemical potential:

v = ε∆u− W ′(u)
2ε

,

which could also be considered as the approximate curvature field. Then the above 4th order
equation could be rewritten as the a coupled system of 2nd order equations for (u, v) as in [17]:

2b∆v − b

ε2
W ′′(u)v − av + 2(u− φS)χS = 0, (8)

ε∆u− W ′(u)
2ε

− v = 0,

with Neumann adiabatic conditions along the boundaries [37].
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In this paper, we apply Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) to solve the above two equations via
linearization and alternative iterations, as inspired by [63]. We illustrate the method via detailing
on the first equation, which can be numerically expressed by:

−2b(∂−1 ∂
+
1 + ∂−2 ∂

+
2 )v + av = 2(u− φS)χS −

b

ε2
W ′′(u)v, (9)

where the backward and forward differencing operators are defined via

∂−1 v(i, j) =
{
v(i, j)− v(i− 1, j), 1 < i ≤M ,
v(1, j)− v(M, j), i = 1;

∂+
1 v(i, j) =

{
v(i+ 1, j)− v(i, j), 1 ≤ i < M − 1,
v(1, j)− v(M, j), i = M ;

∂−2 v(i, j) =
{
v(i, j)− v(i, j − 1), 1 < j ≤ N ,
v(i, 1)− v(i,N), j = 1;

∂+
2 v(i, j) =

{
v(i, j + 1)− v(i, j), 1 ≤ j < N ,
v(i, 1)− v(i,N), j = N ;

assuming that the image domain is of M by N and periodic. We then apply the discrete Fourier
transform F to both sides of Eqn. (9). Note that

F∂±1 v(i, j) = ±(e±
√
−1z1i − 1)Fv(i, j), and

F∂±2 v(i, j) = ±(e±
√
−1z2j − 1)Fv(i, j),

where z1
i = 2π(i− 1)/M, i = 1, · · ·,M , and z2

j = 2π(j − 1)/N, j = 1, · · ·, N . Let g = 2(u− φS)χS −
b
ε2
W ′′(u)v denote the term on the right hand side in Eqn. (9). At each iteration, the unknown

values of u and v in g are substituted by their current iterative values, so that g(x) becomes a
known function. Then Eqn (9) becomes a linear equation for v at the iteration, and FFT leads to:

(4b(2− cos z1
i − cos z2

j ) + a)Fv(i, j) = Fg(i, j).

It is easy to see that the coefficient (4b(2−cos z1
i −cos z2

j )+a) is positive, and one can thus solve for
Fv(i, j), from which v can be obtained via the inverse FFT at the current iteration. Furthermore,
to be computationally more robust, one may also consider the Tikhonov type of regularization [58]
of Eqn. (9):

−2b(∂−1 ∂
+
1 + ∂−2 ∂

+
2 )v + (a+ c)v = 2(u− φS)χS −

b

ε2
W ′′(u)v + cv,

where the regularization constant c > 0 (which is often chosen to be c = b in our implementation).
This way even when b � a (i.e., heavier weight on the curvature term), the numerical equation
is well-posed with a good conditioning number [57, 22]. Similar numerical strategies (including
regularization) are applied to the second equation for u at each iteration.

Remark 4 There are recent advancements in using augmented Lagrangian for fast computing of
curvature-based variational problems [63, 64, 67], which can be applied in these problems. We
found this approach with small number of parameters was also as efficient in this case.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: (a) Kanisza’s Triangle; (b) Illusory shapes; and (c) Occluded shapes.

5.3 Numerical Examples

We present several generic numerical examples in this section. Figure 7 reproduces the classical
example of Kanisza’s Triangle. Most existing models only produce the illusory shapes [50, 11, 29].
The current approach also reconstructs the occluded shapes, or at least one candidate solution.
Generally as intrinsic for inpainting [7, 8, 52], occluded shapes are not unique.

In Figure 8 and 9, we present two generic examples with more complex configurations. The
optimal fusion fields are able to make blind fusion for the complex layouts of corner bases, and
to reconstruct illusory shapes that are consonant with human’s illusory perception. We emphasize
again that occluded shapes are generally not unique and that the model offers a plausible candidate.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 8: (a) Q; (b) corner bases in gray; (b) Elastica fusion field in gray; (c) Illusory shape; (d)
Occluded shapes.

Figure 10 demonstrates an example of ghost shapes. The illusory shape itself is a positive
component and thus is a ghost shape by Definition 9. This particular example could be seen as one
period of the periodic inducer in the Hermann Grid [27] which is the most orthodox example for
the illusory phenomenon of ghost shapes. The conventional interpretation has been based on the
inhibitory skirting of a ganglion cell at the early stage of the visual pathway [55]. But this view

13



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9: (a) Configuration Q; (b) Elastica fusion field; (c) Illusory shapes; (d) Occluded shapes.

has been contested by the counterexample constructed by Geier et al. [20], where a small warping
perturbation has got rid of the ghost shapes while theoretically it should not if the inhibitory theory
were correct. Our model is consistent with the example of Geier et al. as it has been explicitly
developed from the corner bases, which also disappear after any smooth warping.

Under our framework, we conjecture that the ghostness (i.e., transient emergence to human
vision) is due to lack of the surrounding negative region R, which represents the occlusion of back-
ground shapes by foreground illusory shapes. Such lack of occluding evidences or hints makes
the perception of the foreground illusory shapes unstable. In the feed-forward/feedback, or equiv-
alently, the bottom-up/top-down framework of vision [33, 26, 62], we further conjecture that the
emergence of ghost shapes is due to the feed-forward computing in areas such as V1/V2, while their
dissolution is due to the feedback supervision from higher-tier areas such as V4/LOC [45] which
signals the lack of occluding evidences and hence rebuts the feed-forward null hypothesis on the
existence of illusory shapes. The neuro-physiological evidences for the involvement of higher-tier
areas (in particular, LOC) in the perception of illusory shapes can be found in [56, 35].

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10: (a) Configuration Q; (b) Fusion field; (c) Illusory shapes. By Definition 9, the illusory
square is a ghost shape. This example can be seen as one period of the periodic inducer in the
famous Hermann Grid [27].
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6 Analysis on the Total Variation based Model

In this section, we discuss some theoretical properties of the proposed fusion model when b = 0,
i.e., the case of total variation (TV) based corner fusion. Analysis for elastica fusion is much more
involved due to the nonlinear curvature term. Here we note that Bellettini and March [5] and
Coscia [13] considered theory/analytical aspects of curvature based variational models to related
problems. For example, in [5], the authors considered the problem of segmentation with depth, and
studied the characteristics of minimizing segmentation considering the occluded boundaries and
depth order. These connections will be explored in future work. Although the following analysis
is for a simplified model, it expands to discussion of ghost shapes, and gives a good insight and
general direction for the future studies.

In this section, we assume the given configuration Q has the object boundaries to be either
strictly consists of piecewise straight lines or straight level lines close to each D(c), that the re-
construction is only assumed to be a combinations of piecewise straight linear lines. This is to be
consistent with TV base reconstruction.

Define the total supervised region S ⊆ Ω\Q from all corner bases:

S =
⋃

c∈∠Q

(D(c) \Q) , (10)

and total supervised function φS(x) for x ∈ Ω \Q from the individual signatures:

φS(x) = φc(x), for x ∈ D(c) for some c ∈ ∠Q ; φS(x) = −1, otherwise.

For b = 0, the fusion energy (4) becomes:

Eε(u) = a

∫
Ω\Q

(
ε

2
|∇u|2 +

W (u)
2ε

)
dx +

∫
Ω\Q

χS · (u− φS)2dx, (11)

where χS = χS(x) denotes the characteristic function of S.

Theorem 1 Assume that the complement Ω\Q of a given configuration Q is a bounded Lipschitz
domain. Then for any parameter a > 0, ε > 0, the minimizer to the energy Eε(u) in Eqn. (11)
exists in the Sobolev space of:

H1(Ω \Q, [−1, 1]) = {u ∈ H1(Ω \Q) : u ∈ [−1, 1]}.

The proof is somewhat standard and hence omitted here, after having the following facts ob-
served: (i) the illusion-free phase field uf (x) ≡ −1 is admissible, and (ii) the complement Ω\Q
is bounded, and the double-well W (u) is Lipschitz over u ∈ [−1, 1]. Notice that uniqueness is
generally not guaranteed due to the non-convexity of the double-well potential.

As stated earlier, the transition from binary phases to diffusive phase fields carries more advan-
tages for modeling and computation. It is still interesting to investigate the ideal binary phase fields
in the framework of bounded variations (BV). We use the ordinary Euclidean norm for defining the
supports D(c)’s of corner bases.

Theorem 2 Assume the complement Ω\Q of a given configuration Q is a bounded Lipschitz do-
main. Then for any cost parameter a > 0, the minimizer to the ideal BV fusion energy EBV(u)

EBV(u) = a

∫
Ω\Q
|Du|+

∫
Ω\Q

χS · (u− φS)2dx
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exists in the restricted binary BV space of:

BVbin(Ω \Q) = {u ∈ BV(Ω \Q) : u(x) = 1 or − 1, x ∈ Ω \Q}.

Furthermore, for any such minimizer u∗:

EBV(u∗) ≤ 2ar(2 + π) ·#(∠Q),

where #(∠Q) counts the number of convex corners, and r is the radius for each corner base.

Proof. First, u0 = φS clearly belongs to BVbin(Ω\Q), and by the co-area formula,

EBV(u0) = a

∫
Ω\Q
|Du0| = a

∫ 1

−1
dλ

∫
Ω\Q

∣∣Dχ(u0<λ)

∣∣
≤ a · 2 ·#(∠Q) · (r + r + πr) = 2ar(2 + π) ·#(∠Q).

Here the circumference of the region with +1 on a corner base consists of the two radii plus the
circular arc in between, which is less than πr due to convexity. Therefore, the upper bound holds
for any minimizer u∗.

The main approach to establishing existence can be found in several related works (e.g., Vese
et al. [4, 59]), which we now explain. Let (un | n = 1, 2, · · · ) be a minimizing sequence. Due to

the boundedness of both ‖un‖L∞(Ω\Q) and
∫

Ω\Q
|Dun|, and the pre-compactness of BV(Ω \ Q) in

L1(Ω \Q), there can be found a subsequence (vk | k = 1, 2, · · · ) and some u∗ ∈ L1(Ω\Q), such that
vk converges to u∗ in L1(Ω \Q). Due to the L∞-boundedness of the subsequence, the convergence
holds even in L2. Therefore,∫

Ω\Q
χS(u∗ − φS)2dx =

∫
S

(u∗ − φS)2dx = lim
k→∞

∫
S

(vk − φS)2dx = lim
k→∞

∫
Ω\Q

χS(vk − φS)2dx.

Then the lower semi-continuity of the TV Radon measure ensures

EBV(u∗) ≤ lim inf
k→∞

EBV(vk) = inf
u∈BVbin(Ω\Q)

EBV(u).

To show u∗ is a minimizer, pick a subsequence vk converging to u∗ almost everywhere (a.e.). Since
each vk is (-1)/(+1) binary, the a.e. convergence implies that u∗ must be (-1)/(+1) binary as well.
This concludes the proof. �

As in the TV inpainting model proposed by Chan and Shen [8], uniqueness is generally not
guaranteed, due to the lack of strict convexity. TV is very different from other smoother interpo-
lators such as splines or Sobolev functions. In particular, the upper bound established in Theorem
2 only applies to the global minimum, and visually meaningful local optima may well break such
barriers. See [8] for more discussion.

6.1 Structure of Positive Components

For each convex corner c ∈ ∠Q, define the positive-phase area D+(c) via

D+(c) = {x ∈ D(c) : φc(x) = +1}.

From now, we assume that the optimal phase field u∗ is admissible: u∗ · φc ≥ 0 on any corner
support D(c) with c ∈ ∠Q.
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Lemma 1 If for some n and c ∈ ∠Q, Pn ∩D+(c) 6= ∅, then we must have D+(c) ⊆ Pn.

Proof. Due to the admissible assumption u∗ · φc ≥ 0 on D(c), we have u∗ ≥ 0 on D+(c) and
thus D+(c) ⊆ P . Since D+(c) itself is connected, there must exist some m such that D+(c) ⊆ Pm.
Since any two different connected components must be disjoint, we must have Pm = Pn. �

Proposition 2 For any convex corner c ∈ ∠Q, there is one and only one connected component
Pn, such that c ∈ P̄n.

Proof. By the preceding lemma, for any corner c ∈ ∠Q, there is one and only one connected
component Pn, such that D+(c) ⊆ Pn. Then c ∈ P̄n. By the definition of the corner signature
function φc, we must have

(D(c) \D+(c)) ∩ P = ∅, and consequently, D(c) ∩ Pm = ∅, m 6= n.

Since D(c) is a topological neighborhood of c in R2, one has c /∈ P̄m for any m 6= n. Therefore, Pn
is the only one component whose topological closure contains c. �

Next we show that the opposite association rule is also true.

Proposition 3 For any connected component Pn, there exists at least one convex corner c ∈ ∠Q,
such that c ∈ P̄n.

Proof. Suppose there exists a number of connected component Pn such that ∠Q∩ P̄n = ∅. Then
by Lemma 1, we must have:

Pn ∩ S = ∅, S as defined in Eqn. (10).

To avoid being distracted by boundary complications and micro-structure details of optimal solu-
tions, here we only consider the case when Pn ⊆ Ω\Q is compact. Since S is relatively closed in
Ω\Q, there exist some δ > 0 and a neighborhood Pn,δ, such that

Pn,δ ∩ S = ∅, Pn,δ ⊂ Ω\Q, with Pn,δ = {x ∈ R2 : dist(x, Pn) < δ}.

By the definitions of P and Pn, we must have

u∗(x) = 0, x ∈ ∂Pn.

Due to the non-degeneracy assumption in Eqn. (5), ∂Pn is a 1-D embedded manifold with at least
C1 smoothness. By the Implicit Function Theorem, as long as δ > 0 is small enough, there must
exist some mδ > 0, such that for any positive m < min(mδ, 1),

Pmn = {x ∈ Pn,δ : u∗(x) ≥ −m} ,

is a connected compact manifold with C1 border ∂Pmn , on which u∗ ≡ −m. We fix the pair of δ
and m below.

We construct a new phase function u4 ∈ H1(Ω\Q, [−1, 1]):

u4(x) =


u∗(x) if x ∈ (Ω\Q) \ Pmn ;
−m if x ∈ Pmn and u∗(x) ∈ [−m,m];
−u∗(x) if x ∈ Pmn and u∗(x) > m.
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Since Pmn ⊂ Pn,δ, and Pn,δ ∩ S = ∅, we have S ⊆ (Ω\Q) \ Pmn and u4 ≡ u∗ on S, and∫
Ω\Q

χS(u4 − φS)2dx =
∫
S

(u4 − φS)2dx =
∫
S

(u∗ − φS)2dx =
∫

Ω\Q
χS(u∗ − φS)2dx. (12)

And, the construction of the new phase field ensures that W (u4) ≤ W (u∗) since (i) W (·) is an
even function, and (ii) W (−m) ≤ W (u), for any u ∈ [−m,m], and the strict inequality holds for
any u ∈ (−m,m). Therefore, one must have∫

Ω\Q
W (u4)dx <

∫
Ω\Q

W (u∗)dx. (13)

Here the strict inequality holds by the construction of Pmn , the set

G = Pmn ∩ {x ∈ Ω\Q : u∗(x) ∈ (−m,m)}

have a non-empty interior (since u∗ ≥ 0 on Pn ⊂ Pmn , u∗ = −m on ∂Pmn , and Pmn is connected), thus
a positive Lebesgue measure. On this set one has W (u4(x)) ≡W (−m) < W (u∗(x)). Similarly, on

this set one has:
∫
G
|∇u4|2dx = 0 <

∫
G
|∇u∗|2dx. Then by the definition of u4,∫

Ω\Q
|∇u4|2dx <

∫
Ω\Q
|∇u∗|2dx. (14)

Using the equations (12), (13), (14), Eε(u4) < Eε(u∗). Since u4 ∈ H1(Ω\Q, [−1, 1]), this contra-
dicts to u∗ being an optimal fusion phase. �

These two propositions give the key implication for the following.

Theorem 3 Given a configuration Q with finitely many convex corners, all the positive connected
components of P∗ naturally induce a complete partition of the corner set ∠Q, with the closure of
each component P̄n containing a unique non-empty subset of ∠Q. In particular, the number N of
positive connected components must satisfy:

N = #positive connected components ≤ #(∠Q) <∞.

6.2 Structure of Negative Components

Given an optimal fusion phase u∗, one can further define the negative area to be:

R∗ = {x ∈ Ω\Q : u∗(x) < 0} = R0 ∪R,

where R0 denotes the union of connected components that meet the domain boundary ∂Ω, and R
the union of all other interior connected components as defined earlier, i.e., R0 and R are disjoint,
and

R0 =
M⋃
m=1

R0,m, R =
K⋃
k=1

Rk,

here R0,m’s and Rk’s are disjoint connected components of R, and

R̄k ∩ ∂Ω = ∅, R̄0,m ∩ ∂Ω 6= ∅.

For convenience, we refer to R0 as the far background. Similar to the case of positive components,
one has the following for the negative components.
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Theorem 4 (i) For each convex corner c ∈ ∠Q, there is at least one and at most two negative
connected components of R whose closure in R2 contains c. (ii) For each connected component of
R, there is at least one convex corner c ∈ ∠Q included in its closure in R2. (iii) Let N = #∠Q
denote the total number of convex corners. Then M +K ≤ 2N .

6.3 Ghost Shapes

In this section, we further proceed with the study of ghost shapes using the energy Eε(·) in (11)
with the piecewise linear straight line boundary configuration Q. We introduce the concept of ghost
corners at the post fusion stage.

Definition 10 (Ghost Corner) A convex corner c ∈ ∠Q is said to be a ghost corner if

D(c) \ (Pn ∪Q) ⊂ R0, i.e., contained in the far background,

assuming that Pn is the unique positive component such that c ∈ P̄n (see Proposition 2).

Lemma 2 Let u∗ be the optimal fusion phase for Eε in Eqn. (11). Assume it is non-degenerate
in the sense of Eqn. (5) along its zero level manifold Γ = {x ∈ Ω\Q : u∗(x) = 0}. Then Γ cannot
have any compact connected component.

We only outline the proof here: First, any compact connected component γ ⊆ Γ must not intersect
with any corner base D(c) for some c ∈ ∠Q since that would imply such a c belongs to γ̄ but not to
γ. This contradicts to the compactness and hence closedness of γ. Secondly, by the non-degeneracy
condition, any compact connected component γ must be a 1-D manifold embedded in R2 (that is
actually diffeomorphic to the canonical circle). Therefore, one can define a slightly perturbed new
admissible phase field u4 from u∗ to produce a slightly perturbed new admissible phase field u4,
as in the proof of Proposition 3. This is localized in the neighborhood of γ, so that (i) there will be
no change of the fitting energy term over S in Eε(·) since γ∩S = ∅; and (ii) γ is slightly contracted
or morphed to a new 1-D manifold γ̃ which has strictly shorter length (i.e., via mean-curvature
type of motion [48, 51, 18]). Since for small ε the regularized double-well energy term in Eε(·)
Γ-converges to the length of the 1-D manifold Γ, one has Eε(u4) < Eε(u∗) after some asymptotic
argument, which contradicts to the assumption on u∗.

The next result characterizes global ghost shapes completely via local ghost corners.

Theorem 5 Suppose that the trace of an optimal fusion u∗ along ∂Q is −1. Then a positive
component Pn is a ghost shape if and only if all convex corners in P̄n ∩ ∠Q are ghost corners.

Proof. (⇐) Suppose all convex corners in P̄n∩∠Q are ghost corners. If Pn is not a ghost shape,
then this is an illusory shape A, such that Pn ⊂ A, and A contains at least one non-boundary
negative component. Since all positive components are disjoint by definition, there must exist at
least one non-boundary negative component Rk ⊂ A with k ≥ 1, such that R̄k ∩ P̄n 6= ∅ and
Γnk = ∂Rk ∩ ∂Pn 6= ∅. Due to the non-degeneracy assumption, Γnk is a locally 1-D embedded
manifold on Ω\Q. By Lemma 2, Γnk cannot have any compact connected component within the
open domain Ω\Q. Then Γnk must have at least one connected component, say γ, that intersects
with ∂Q. Notice that

γ ∩ ∂Q ⊆ Γnk ∩ ∂Q ⊆ ∠Q, since by the assumption, u∗
∣∣
∂Q

= −1, a.e.
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Thus γ contains at least one convex corner, say, c ∈ ∠Q. Since γ ⊆ ∂Rk ∩ ∂Pn, this implies that
c ∈ P̄n, and

(D(c)\(Pn ∪Q)) ∩Rk 6= ∅.

This contradicts that c ∈ Pn ∩ ∠Q must be a ghost corner, so that D(c)\(Pn ∪ Q) is completely
contained in the far background R0, which is disjoint with Rk.

(⇒) Suppose that Pn is a ghost shape. If there exists any convex corner, say, c ∈ ∠Q∩ P̄n that
is not a ghost corner. Then

(D(c)\(Pn ∪Q)) ∩R 6= ∅,

implying at least one of the two negative components ofD(c)\(Pn∪Q) must be completely contained
in some Rk with k ≥ 1. Clearly Rk ∪ Pn is connected, and hence Rk and Pn belong to the same
connected component of the illusory foreground F = R ∪ P . This contradicts to the assumption
that Pn alone is a ghost shape or a connected component of F . �

We believe that the framework in the current work may provide a novel track towards the final
understanding of ghost shapes and dots, in particular, of the transiency nature of such illusory
shapes. According to the characterizations just established above, we can say (i) that at the post
fusion stage, each non-ghost convex corner provides an anchor or pinning point for stabilizing the
perception of illusory shapes, and (ii) that a ghost shape could disappear sporadically due to lack
of potential occluding areas and hence occluded shapes. The potential presence of occluded shapes
can enhance the perception of illusory shapes against an otherwise featureless far background.

7 Conclusion

Inspired by perceptual evidences, we introduced a new class of visual cues called corner bases, which
expand 0-dimensional corner points to localized 2-dimensional structures. A corner base can be
considered as a degenerate T-junction where the far background and the foreground share the same
surface color tone. To model the two fundamental factors driving human’s illusory perception –
closeness and alignment, we proposed to employ Euler’s elastica as an effective tool to fuse or merge
the scattered corner bases. The elastica fusion field naturally partitions the visual field into disjoint
positive and negative components, which are then regrouped via a simple connectivity mechanism
to form both the foreground illusory shapes and background occluded shapes.

While most existing models only compute the foreground illusory shapes, which are of the
utmost interest, our model and method simultaneously construct a candidate for the background
occluded shapes. With examples, we demonstrated that the illusory shapes and occluded shapes
constructed by our model are consonant with human’s illusory perception. Computationally, the
elastica fusion energy has been implemented via its Γ-approximations, and robust and effective
numerical schemes are designed for the 4th-order nonlinear PDE. Several numerical examples for
generic configurations have been presented.

We also addressed the visual phenomenon of ghost shapes by developing proper definitions
and characterization under our framework, and made a couple of conjectures regarding to the
neurological foundations for the transiency associated with ghost shapes.

Compared with most existing works on variational illusory contours (VIC), our current work
is essentially for variational illusory shapes (VIS). Assisted with the local cues of corner bases, the
proposed model can be considered as a supervised VIS model, and thus has contributed a new
dimension to the growing literature on illusory modeling.
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